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In the beginning was an image – the image of a huge sandglass that pours sand on a man. In the
beginning was also a desire – the desire to reflect on themes and motives we associate to this matter:
time, silence, drought, frailty, death, origin, desert. ‘He left one day, in search of his desert,’ wrote
Jorge Luis Borges in one of his circular parables. With ‘Areia’ we answer to that sort of call.
Deeping all the creative investment it has been making in dance, plastic arts and object theatre,
Circolando – one of the structures among us with most international projection – heads now to its
desert and scenically explores glass and sand sculptures. A crossing made in solo by André Braga,
that shares the artistic direction with Cláudia Figueiredo and the stage with Tó Trips, the guitar
player of the mysterious hat of Dead Combo, that makes us discover the desert as a place where we
can lose – or find – ourselves.
(Pedro Sobrado, in Caderno de Programação do Teatro Nacional São João)

First will collapse time and then the earth.
I’m falling. I’m falling through all the infinite space, a fall with no direction.
Night. Firmament. Stars.
And a short sentence that repeats itself:
‘Why do you beat so hard, o heart?’
Blazing landscapes, burnt landscapes.
Fever.
Fever burns him and makes him drink of madness and death.
Nothing. Silence. Water.
Hot heart. Southern heart.
Infinities of sky and sand.
Vertigo. Silence. Nothing.

It is certainly not a coincidence that in a time when we all worry about Portugal ruining, that is
a matter that inspires in us thoughts about the end and the restart.
The end of an era, the end of a cycle and the severe crossing of our deserts.
‘I start again. I have no other living.’
Sand in the head and the empting of the memory. Everything is possible again.
The wish for new languages, new ways.
‘As if the desert crossing had to destruct all, burn all in his memory, make him another man.’

Sea of sand. Sea of time.
Silence. Suspension. Vacuum.
The oldest landscape of the world.
Origin. End. Mystery. Creation.
The silence is extreme. ‘Am I dead?’

On stage, an intimate dialogue with one matter.
A dialogue between a body searching for his limits and powerful live music.
A dialogue between André Braga and Tó Trips.
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